Finding Frank’s Forest Friends

Once Upon a Time, Frank the Fish lived at Taidnapam Park with all of his friends. They would spend their days swimming, playing and telling jokes. Then one day there was a BIG storm! After the storm, one friend came back to Frank’s tank to tell him that the rest of the gang is missing! It’s up to you to help him find his missing friends. Help Frank find his 20 friends and he will reward you with an awesome prize for your hard work!

Frank the Fish is friend with; A Village full of Fairies, A Grumpy Old Troll, 4 Kind Gnomes, 3 Silly Smurfs, and 11 Friendly Faces in the Trees

Rules:

Every Forest Friend can be seen from the road, parking lots, and walking trails

Only 1 prize per camper please

Children under 12 get prizes

Do NOT go into campsites

Must bring back 15 friend’s locations to get a prize

A prize is given when a map is returned filled out.

(Game is played from Memorial weekend thru Labor Day weekend or until supplies runs out)